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In order to remove Polarity of the particle and anti 
particle- or the DNA that is seen as physical reality and 
the subharmonic that is not seen as spiritual reality, we 
are required to raise our frequencies into the spiritual 
level of light and sound. These are the frequencies that 
remove the seals that block the attunement of the 
particles and anti particles- the physical and the spiritual.

The Cosmic Consciousness of our Cetacean Family 
streams the Music of the Spheres through our DNA and 
the Fifth Dimensional Dolphins tune us in to their 
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Dimensional Reality.

This is how we gain ascension into the Realms of Reality 
where our Dolphin Families live. They live within the 
Vision of no time or space. They live where the darkness 
is removed. They do not have the separation between the 
Universal Realm of their star families.

This Vision of our NEW MANIFEST REALITY is 
accomplished by creating the connection into the 
Consciousness Realm- the Frequency Signatures of the 
Guardian Races who created our Divine Templates and 
activate our Divine Structure through the Music of the 
Spheres Technology.

The Consciousness Engineer uses the Pre Light and 
Sound beyond the fifteen spheres of the Music of the 
Spheres to activate the Re-Birth or Ascension into a 
higher Dimensional Reality Field. The Cetacean Nation of 
Dolphins, Whales and other Beings have been working on 
keeping this planet In Tune with entire Earth's Matrix of 
the Five Spheres through the Music of the Spheres 
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Technology.

The Cosmic Dolphins within the Etheric Dimensions of 
Inner Earth are 14 dimensional beings who have been 
here holding the Frequencies of the Cosmic Form on 
which the entire layered reality of the Earth's Domain has 
been built.

The Dolphins in our Seas are Fifth Dimensional Beings. 
They have been holding the Earth in alignment within the 
Music of the Spheres until this time when the Earth will 
finally become able to stabilize into the proper alignment 
within the Spheres of Music.

The Whales are the Over Soul of the Dolphin. The 
Dolphin is a Soul in itself. The Dolphin's Soul Matrix has 
been holding our Soul Matrix in place within the 
Aquafarian Elemental Reality Field.

The Aquafarian Dolphins live within. They are Etheric 
Water Substance beings in Reality. We see Dolphins as 
third dimensional because they allow that to happen. 
These same dolphins are swimming in our DNA 
subharmonics. It is the activation of the elementals 
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swimming in Joyful Bliss within the omnionic 
subharmonics of our DNA that activates the Synaptic Clef 
to Fire or Project a NEW REALITY on to our Movie 
Screen - our Reality Field - our Holographic Reality that 
we create around ourselves.

I have surpassed the expectations of the Guardians for 
this time schedule. I was told  that I have pushed the 
Probable Future Time line forward by at least ten years 
simply by creating these albums. I have broken the 
barrier of communication between human angelics, 
Sirians and Cetacean Nation Entities. The Complete 
Music of the Spheres of creating new melodies with the 
Dolphins is accomplished, complete, understood and 
demonstrated.

After one night of listening to Heavenly Dolphin Therapy 
you will begin to live in the Ocean of Bliss, which is 
required for manifestation to begin.

After one night of listening to Magic Dolphin Therapy you 
will begin levitation. You will feel so High and Blissful 
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that it will be hard to keep your feet on the ground.

After you become saturated with the FREQUENCIES OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS in first two albums and then spend 
the third night listening to Cosmic Dolphin Therapy, a 
new level of 144 subharmonics will be singing within your 
omnions and singing with the Plasma waves that are 
ready to turn on the Lotus Blossoms in each of the Chakra 
Areas and preparing to pop off the Seventh Seal on the 
top of your head.

The Kit was created to be listened to in the three stages. 
Those who go straight to the third album might 
experience extreme pain when the ultra sonic tones turn 
on the electromagnetic language channels that run 
between the ears through the mid brain.

The three albums are designed to first allow 
consciousness to float into the Frequency Waves of the 
Dolphins, next to combine the language of the Fifth 
Dimensional Dolphins on Earth with their Higher Selves 
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in the Cloud Cities and Inner Earth. The second Album 
concentrates on the Music of the Spheres technology 
combining the Base Tones that are heard from Dolphins 
and Whales, Activation Tones like High Tones, splashes 
and Tail Clapping. These Tones and Frequency Signals 
are used by the Dolphins and Whales of the 'Oraphim 
Raceline' to pull the New Earth into perfect harmonic 
alignment with the Music of the Spheres Technology. The 
Electromagnetic Signals are also held in the Moon. The 
Moon is actually a hologram created by the Founders 
Races of the Maharaji Race line to connect the energy 
signals from Earth into the Universal and Cosmic Realms 
of Consciousness.

The Dolphin is already HIGHER Dimensional. This 
means there is no Space and Time in their Vision. That 
means they already realize that they are within the 
Universal Starry Realm, which is only a three foot sphere 
around them. They are always bouncing their waves of 
telepathic communication directly into the entire musical 
concert of the spheres within spheres within spheres. The 
Dolphins work as a symphony. Some are working on the 
Base tones while others are working on the Resolute tones 
that connect our Planet to the Cosmos. And then the 
Dolphins work together on maintaining the AUM tone of 
Zero Point with Source Consciousness. The tones collected 
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through the sonic resonance result in new Resonant 
Twins of the spiritual and physical sound systems 
attuning into a new Symphony where we may now sing 
our melodies in tune with the Dolphins. The Dolphins and 
Whales are the Masters of the Music of the Spheres 
technology.

All of these things are going on every time we hear the 
Dolphins and Whales; and, of course, other Cetaceans, 
singing and playing.

The Whale holds a larger responsibility. The Whale is 
actually the OverSoul of the Dolphin in the Cosmic Realm 
of reality. The Oraphim Whale People were a Cosmic Race 
who created the other Cetacean race lines together with 
the Sirians. The Dolphin is always connecting messages of 
electromagnetic frequencies of light and sound into and 
through their Higher Self- the Whale. The Whale holds 
the entire creation matrix of the Galaxy within his or her 
body. The Dolphin holds the harmonic universe two of 
Tara and the Whale holds the harmonic universe three of 
Gaia.
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Soon, we will be meeting the Blue Maharaji from Sirius B. 
The more we learn to communicate with the Cetacean 
Nation who already lives on our planet, the better we will 
be prepared both energetically and telepathically to 
communicate with the Sirians and Eiyani and other 
relatives of our Founders Race line.

It is our time to join this harmonic fold. As we rise into 
our fifth dimensional consciousness, the Dolphin becomes 
free to rise higher as well.

What are the 144 subharmonics?

Each DNA strand has a double helix. That means two 
strands woven together. At a deeper level, there seems to 
be the invisible 12 subharmonics. In addition to the 12 
subharmonics in the Angelic Human harp strings that are 
called DNA, there are 12 more subharmonics on the other 
double helix as well on the INDIGO DNA. The Indigo 
Template of the Etheric subharmonics that attaches to 
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the physical realm and the 12 subharmonics that attach 
to parallel spiritual realm.

These realities did not exist on Earth over one hundred 
years ago. The Indigos began to be born on Earth one 
hundred years ago to begin preparing the Planet for this 
Ascension Period. The presence of these new double set of 
subharmonics is what is removing the POLARITY from 
the Planet.

Polarity has been misrepresented in most New Age 
teachings. It is not referring to good or bad, happy and sad 
or even left brain right brain realities. Polarity simply 
means removing the SEALS that separate the physical 
from the spiritual. And that is done at the Etheric Level.

The dolphin is removing those Seals every time they 
breathe their specialized attunement electromagnetic 
signals into and through the entire music of the spheres 
and creating a brand new reality in each breath.
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It is that brand new reality that is being given to us 
constantly by the dolphins, whales and Indigos. Over the 
past 15 years, there has been a more specialized Indigo 
born on Earth who is born with the sixth DNA strand 
already activated. And that sixth DNA does carry the 
complete 24 subharmonics - 12 on each of the double 
helix. That is the Indigo with the 144 subharmonics that 
is now combining with the Dolphin with the 5 DNA 
completely attuned to all 24 subharmonics in each DNA 
and the Whale who is attuned to the complete set of 
subharmonics in 8 DNA. These are the set of Entities who 
are Tuning us in to the Higher Set of Frequencies that are 
now on Earth and in Earth.

You see Earth will become a Star by the 2040's. Those 
who call themselves starseeds are supposed to be tuning 
into the same light and sound frequencies as the Earth, in 
order to become a star with her.

COSMICDOLPHINMAGIC.NING.COM is the Home of 
Recordings, Writings, Techniques and Tools that assist in 
ascension into the FIFTH DIMENSION, or any other 
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Parallel Reality System that is desired.

When we were living in Monterey, California, we were 
given the divine mission assisting and watching the 
Dolphins rise into the Clouds. During the time of this 
ascension activity the Dolphins, who are members of my 
Cosmic Family sang the songs through me that I have 
included in these albums.

I had a chat with Mother Earth and the one who 
sometimes called Mother God, Mother Mary or more 
recently being referred to as Sophia. The Entity that was 
communicating with me at that time told me that she did 
not know of any other way to Ascend except through the 
Crystal Heart of Mother Earth. She said that is the way 
Ascension has always been done over the past billions of 
years that she had been around. She said, of course you 
can create a new way of ascension if you want to.

So, this is when I was taught the importance of always 
connecting my Crystal Heart with the Crystal Heart of 
Mother Earth in order to Raise my Frequencies to this 
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place in the Inner Cities of Liquid Light and into the 
Cloud Cities of Liquid Light Sound to Align and Raise my 
Frequencies into the Complete Music of the Spheres of all 
multidimensional realities and then to Breathe this new 
Frequency into my Reality. The body must first tune 
consciousness into the higher realm and then the body 
will follow.

That is why I have created every album of Frequency 
Collections. I have been following the directions of the 
Divine Goddess Frequencies within Mother Earth that 
contain the complete Music of the Spheres of this Cosmos 
and the connection to all other Cosmos.

The time of this Divine Conception of the Birth of Mother 
Earth into a Star began as I connected my Crystal Heart 
into hers. I saw her become a Star, and she said thank 
you. That experience was recorded in the Mother Earth's 
Heart beat of Love Album. There has been this series of 
albums that have been created as I watched this 
phenomena of the stage after stage of Earth becoming a 
star as we become star seeds. I recorded the phenomena of 
Sun Alcyone appearing in 2008 through my Cosmic Eyes. 
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The Sun Alcyone that appeared to the rest of the world 
five years later was recorded on the Parallel Universe 
Album.

These albums contain the Dolphins melodies and 
frequencies that activate the Music of the Spheres and 
contains the voices of angelic dolphins, the dolphins who 
are the lords of our water, the aquafarian dolphins and 
the Oraphim Braharama Cetacean voices. These dolphin 
voices and frequencies woven into the magical god 
language of our Starry Families from Sirius to create the 
triangulation required for beginning telepathic 
communication with Dolphins.
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The MAGIC DOLPHIN THERAPY KIT consists of the 
albums Heavenly Dolphin Therapy, Magic Dolphin 
Therapy and Cosmic Dolphin Therapy and these albums 
will truly assist you in your alignment with the 5D reality 
that is around us. 

By listening and breathing the frequencies in these three 
albums, you will start aligning to the 5D reality for the 5D 
reality frequencies are fully recorded onto these three 
albums. You will then be starting your experience of 
living, moving and breathing in the 5D reality that is 
here.  We are truly NOT in 3D any longer and you can 
start moving up into the HIGHER DIMENSION through 
listening to and breathing the frequencies in these three 
albums.
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https://CrystalMagicOrchestra.com

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/buy-personal-healing-
music

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-2

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-3

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-4

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/cdbaby-mp3-albums

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/all-our-cd-baby-albums

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/buy-cds-on-amazon

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/vortex-of-manifestation

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/healing-music

UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE - MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2fRKjKADOo&index=
1&list=PLl8_82lpsRHGG2ougaV0KFwoh2mcAdGm3&t=
0s

https://youtu.be/o2fRKjKADOo
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ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/eternal-life-album

THE ASCENSION KIT

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-2

-
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